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Abstract
As the promotion of technologies and applications of Big Data, the research of business process management (BPM) has gradually deepened to consider the impacts
and challenges of big business data on existing BPM technologies. Recently, parallel
business process mining (e.g. discovering business models from business visual data,
integrating runtime business data with interactive business process monitoring visualisation systems and summarising and visualising historical business data for further
analysis, etc.) and multi-perspective business data analytics (e.g. pattern detecting,
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decision-making and process behaviour predicting, etc.) have been intensively studied considering the steep increase in business data size and type. However, comprehensive and in-depth testing is needed to ensure their quality. Testing based solely
on existing business processes and their system logs is far from sufficient. Large-scale
randomly generated models and corresponding complete logs should be used in testing. To test parallel algorithms for discovering process models, different log completeness and generation algorithms were proposed. However, they suffer from
either state space explosion or non-full-covering task dependencies problem.
Besides, most existing generation algorithms rely on random executing strategy,
which leads to low and unstable efficiency. In this paper, we propose a novel log
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completeness type, that is, #TAR completeness, as well as its generation algorithm.
The experimental results based on a series of randomly generated process models
show that the #TAR complete logs outperform the state-of-the-art ones with lower
capacity, fuller dependencies covering and higher generating efficiency.
KEYWORDS

big data analytics, business process management, event log completeness, log generation,
testing
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

In recent years, with the rapid development of computer and network technologies, many advanced information technologies have been developed in depth, such as Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud Computing, Data Mining and Machine Learning. The continued maturity of these technologies has led to the development of another information technology, that is, Big Data. IoT technology can collect various data by making different
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types of sensors installed on all kinds of devices, which makes it possible to produce big data. The cloud computing platform provides sufficient
storage space for big data and sufficient computing power for mining valuable information from big data. Meanwhile, data mining and machine
learning technologies provide a wealth of theoretical and concrete algorithms for making full use of big data to mine and compute valuable information. Conversely, Big Data raises the level of requirements on these techniques from many perspectives, such as dealing with privacy issues,
controlling information security, ensuring data processing efficiency and providing capability of jointly processing different types of data. All of
these constitute the Big Data Analytics (BDA; Russom, 2011) technologies, which refers to the process of data collection, transfer in centralised
cloud data centres, pre-processing, analysis and visualisation (Ahmed et al., 2017).
The most straightforward way to transform the IT value of BDA into business value is to apply it to business process management (BPM)
applications (Wang, Kung, & Byrd, 2018). This will also fully realise the business value of IoT, Cloud Computing, Data Mining and so on. For example, banks, healthcare organisations and e-commerce platforms are applying BDA for improving business processes and workforce effectiveness,
supporting evidence-based decision-making and action-taking, reducing enterprise costs and attracting new customers, respectively (Wang et al.,
2018). Figure 1 briefly shows the relationship between related technologies and applications using BDA in BPM. The goals of business data visualisation (De Alvarenga, Barbon Jr, Miani, Cukier, & Zarpel~
ao, 2018; Schwank, Schöffel, & Ebert, 2018) include building concise, accurate and rich
visualisations of big historical business records from control flow, data and resource perspectives, as well as providing efficient interfaces for monitoring runtime performance of the business process. Further concrete applications of mining and analysing contain behaviour patterns discovery,
business element (action, time and resources, etc.) predicting, decision-making and so on. The mining and analysis results can be either simply visualised independently or integrated with other data visualisation approaches.
However, applying BDA techniques including visualisation and mining in business processes is non-trivial. The special business domain knowledge determines that the problem of big data in business processes cannot be solved by simply using general big data processing technology
(Zhu, Ge, Song, & Gao, 2018). Explicit or implicit features of business data should be well considered in designing big business data analytics based
on general big data techniques. To ensure the correctness, robustness and efficiency of the designed approaches, full testing work should be
taken based on data covering business features as many as possible. Then, testing based solely on existing business processes and their system
logs is far from sufficient. No one knows the designed method would be applied to what kind of business process and what kind of its
corresponding business log in the future. So, large-scale randomly generated models and corresponding complete logs should be used in testing.
As shown in Figure 1, besides testing, the generated complete logs could be used as theoretical references in runtime business behaviour
measuring or evaluation. The generated log represents the design intent while the true log is representing the online behaviour. By comparing the
two types of logs, the gap between the reality and the ideal, or shortcomings of the management, would be detected. It is common that the process model of the continuously improved online business process system turns to be out of date. In order to find the most similar process models
in the repository, you could check the similarity between its runtime log and one existing model's generated log (De Medeiros, Aalst, & Weijters,
2008; Dong, Wen, Huang, & Wang, 2014; Gerke, Cardoso, & Claus, 2009; Wang et al., 2010).
Business process event logs (Aalst, Weijters, & Maruster, 2004) generation algorithm is widely discussed for designing and testing process
model discovery (Carmona, 2012; Eck, Buijs, & Dongen, 2014) and similarity measuring (Dijkman, Dumas, Van Dongen, Käärik, & Mendling, 2011;
La Rosa, Dumas, Uba, & Dijkman, 2010; Weidlich, Mendling, & Weske, 2010; Zha, Wang, Wen, Wang, & Sun, 2010) approaches. Figure 1 shows
that the input of log generating are process models and the outputs are corresponding complete event logs. For designing generating algorithm,
the complete type of event logs should be pre-defined. There are mainly two kinds of completeness: global and local (Hee, Liu, & Sidorova, 2011).
Global complete event logs contain all possible execution traces of process models while local complete ones only contain all direct succession
(Yang, Wen, & Wang, 2012) relations or transition adjacent relations (TARs; Zha et al., 2010) between tasks. However, the globally complete event
logs have larger capacities than the locally complete ones, and it costs much more generating time. But locally complete logs cannot represent the
behaviour of process as accurate as the globally complete ones, especially for implicit dependencies (Wen, Van der Aalst, Wang, & Sun, 2007).
Although the state-of-the-art TAR* completeness (Wang & Wang, 2012) compensates the weakness of local completeness, its representation is
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not compatible with the content of the event logs. Besides, the generation algorithms for local and TAR* complete logs rely too much on random
executing algorithms of process models, which results in inefficient and unstable log generation.
In this paper, we address the aforementioned problems of existing complete event logs and their generation algorithms by defining a novel
type of event log completeness and its corresponding generating algorithm. The new completeness definition mainly considers three aspects,
namely, moderate log size, complete behavioural expression and efficient generation algorithm. It is defined based on TAR complete and we name
it #TAR completeness. To conclude, we made the following contributions in this paper:
1. Define #TAR completeness of event logs formally, as well as fully compare it with both global and local completeness of event logs from three
aspects, namely, log capacity, accuracy in expressing model behaviour and generating algorithm.
2. Propose the algorithm for generating #TAR complete event logs according to given process models. The generating algorithm is based on the
task set (TS)-invariant theory of Petri-nets. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first study of applying TS-invariant theory to generate complete event logs of process models.
3. Enhance the process mining algorithms for handling #TAR complete event logs by checking task sets consistence between input log and
derived model.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminaries and motivating example of this work. Formal definition
of #TAR completeness is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the three steps for generating the logs of #TAR completeness are described.
Enhancement of exiting process mining algorithms for handling #TAR complete logs is illustrated in Section 5. Section 6 shows experimental
results for evaluation. Related work is briefly introduced in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper and provides the remarks and directions of
future works.

2
2.1

P R E L I M I N A R I E S A N D M OT I V A T I O N S

|
|

Workflow nets

Workflow net (WF-net; Van Der Aalst, 1998), a subset of Petri-net (Desel & Esparza, 2005), is used as the modelling tool in this paper. Petri-net,
which is composed of transitions, places and arcs between them, is specialised in modelling concurrency systems. A Petri-net is a triplet PN = (P,
T, F) where P, T and F are finite sets of places, transitions and the directed arcs between the places and transitions. All the pre-elements of an element x ∈ P [ T are in the set •x = {y ∈ P [ Tj(y, x) ∈ F} and the post-elements of x are in x• = {y ∈ P [ Tj(x, y) ∈ F}. The element sequence x1, x2, …,
xn is called a path from x1 to xn while these elements satisfy (x1, x2), (x2, x3), …, (xn-1, xn) ∈ F. The snapshot of the distribution of tokens (represented
by black dots) in the places is called a marking at one point of time and the marking is denoted by M. If the initial marking of the net PN is M0, then
all the possible markings of the net could be denoted by M = [PN, M0i. The token number in PN under marking M is denoted by M(p). Transition
t is enabled under marking M iff 8p ∈•t: M(p) ≥ 1. If a transition is enabled, it could change its state and this process is called fire. After t firing the
t

0

marking of PN turns to M and this transform is marked as M ! M0 . The set of all enabled transitions under marking M is denoted by enabled(M).
A WF-net requires the Petri-net to have (a) a single Start place, (b) a single End place and (c) each node must be on one path from Start to
End. The soundness property further enforces that (d) there is no dead task, and (e) the process with only one token in the Start place can always
terminate with only one token in the End place. The initial and final states of a WF-net with input place i and output place o are denoted by [i]
and [o]. The methods proposed in this paper are only applicable for process models that can be represented by sound WF-nets. Figure 2 is a sample sound WF-net.
As shown in Figure 2, the transitions and places are represented by rectangles and circles, respectively. Places with multi outputs are the
beginning of xor-splits (i.e., p1, p7 in Figure 2) and transitions with multi outputs are the beginning of and-splits (i.e., d and j). Places and transitions
having multi-inputs are the endings of xor-joins and and-joins, respectively, such as p2, p5 and q, n. Sub-pathes between xor-splits and their
corresponding xor-joins are choices. Sub-pathes between and-splits and their corresponding and-joins are parallelisms. Choice can form loop
structures. For example, p7, g and p5 is a one-step loop in Figure 2. By decomposing the choices or parallelisms with the TS-invariant theory of
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Petri-nets, we will get two simple sub-nets of the WF-nets: T-workflows and S-workflows (Hee et al., 2011). There are no choices in T-workflows
and no parallelisms in S-workflows. After decomposing all choices with T-invariant of the model in Figure 2, three sub-T-workflows are derived as
shown in Figure 3. Sub-T-workflow without loops is Main Path (MP) and the one with loops is Loop Sub-Model (LSM).
Decomposing the parallelisms in the sub-T-workflows in Figure 3, we will get the sub-S-workflows as shown in Figure 4.

2.2

Event log and completeness

|

Event logs are composed by event entries, and each entry is connected to a task and a running case (i.e., a running instance of the business process). Let EL be an Event Log of a sound WF-net PN, then Event e = (cid, t) is an element of EL, cid is the identification of the case containing the
event and t is the execution task of the event. There are two functions on Event e: (a) caseID(e) = cid, (b) task(e) = t.
A trace is a combination of events that belong to the same running instance. Let PN = (P, T, F) is a sound WF-net, and EL is the event log of
PN, then σ = (t1, t2, …, tn) is an execution trace of PN iff: (a) 8i ∈ [1, n], ti ∈ T, and (b) 9cid ∈ N ) 8i ∈ [1, n], 9ei ∈ EL where caseID(ei) = cidΛ task
(ei) = ti. Function len(σ) returns the number of events the trace σ has.
Completeness (Aalst et al., 2004) is a very important property of event logs. The extent of completeness of event logs is determined by the
percentage of behaviour of the corresponding processes covered by the logs. There are mainly two levels of completeness: global and local completeness. Global completeness requires the log containing all possible execution traces of the process. Local completeness requires the log contain all TAR between tasks. The TAR between task a and b is represented by a > b. Let PN = (P, T, F) be a sound WF-net, and a, b ∈ T, then a > b
iff there is an execution trace σ = t1, t2, …, tn-1 in the globally complete event log of PN and 9i ∈ [1, n − 2] such that ti = a and ti + 1 = b.
The sets of TARs determined by a given event log EL and execution trace σ are denoted as >L and >σ, respectively. Local completeness is
TAR completeness. Let EL be an event log of a sound WF-net PN = (P, T, F), then EL is locally complete iff: (a) for any execution trace σ in the globally complete event log of PN: > σ  > EL, and 2) 8t ∈ T ) 9σ ∈ EL such that t ∈ σ.
But locally complete event logs cannot cover behaviour of the implicit dependencies (Wen et al., 2007) in the process model. Let PN = (P, T,
F) be a sound WF-net with input and output places i and o, then 8a, b ∈ T, there is an implicit dependency between a and b iff: (a) a• [•b 6¼ ;,
0

(b) ¬9M ∈ [PN,[i]i ) a ∈ enabled(M) Λb∈ enabled(M − •a + a•), (c) 9M ∈ [PN,[i]i ) a ∈ enabled(M), and 9M ∈ [PN, M − •a + a•i ) b ∈
0

enabled(M ).
In order to express implicit dependency in the locally complete event log, TAR* completeness is defined (Wang and Wang (2012)) by
appending statements of the implicit dependencies instead of appending additional event entries.
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2.3

|

Complete log generation algorithms

One certificate of the rationality of the completeness of event logs is if there is a reasonable and efficient algorithm to generate that kind of complete event logs according to a process model. Furthermore, only if the defined complete event logs of any process model can be generated by
the algorithm, the generating algorithm is reasonable. To find the reasonable generating algorithm can help both understanding the definition and
the usage of the proposed completeness and bringing suggestions for checking whether a given log satisfies the conditions of the completeness
without former process models.
Three ways have been proposed to generate complete event logs based on process models. (a) For global Completeness: construct a coverability tree of the process model and to record the complete firing sequence of the model by traversing the coverability tree (Dong et al., 2014).
The coverability tree can be traversed in two ways: Breadth-First and Depth-First. But both the time and space complexities of the traversal
methods are too high to be accepted by normal computing machines. (b) For local completeness: derive all TARs first and then randomly execute
the process and record running traces. One concrete way to calculate TARs is to decompose the process model by virtualising the part between
an and/xor-split and an and/xor-join as a sub-model (Zha, Wang, & Wen, 2007). Then, the sub-models would only contain sequential dependencies between tasks. (c) For TAR* completeness: decompose the model according to unfolding theory of Petri-nets (Wang, Wen, & Tan, 2011) to
derive all TARs and implicit dependencies. Then, rely on randomly executing strategy to collect trace records and checking if all TARs are covered.
Upon the TARs are covered, statements of implicit dependencies are attached.
In summary, existing complete log generating algorithms suffer from either state space explosion or non-full-covering task dependencies
problem. These problems lead to the low and unstable efficiency of generating algorithms. Root causes of these problems are definition of log
completeness and randomly executing strategy. The proposed #TAR completeness and corresponding generating algorithm would solve these
problems. Next, the motivations of proposing #TAR and the novel generating algorithm will be discussed.

2.4

|

Motivation analysis

Table 1 summarises the characteristics, as well as limitations of definitions of different log completeness and corresponding generating algorithms.
The proposition of #TAR completeness is motivated by overcoming limitations of existing ones. The last column shows the ideal properties of
well-defined #TAR completeness from five perspectives.
Complete aspect and log size: The best coverability of existing definitions is Global Completeness, whose logs contain all possible traces that
could be produced by the processes. However, the log size of trace complete log could be very large, especially for parallelisms and loops. For process model discovery algorithms, covering TAR and Implicit Dependencies is enough. The reduction of coverability also reduces the log capacity.
So, the ideal #TAR completeness should at least cover all TARs and Implicit Dependencies in the process. The ideal minimal log size should be far
smaller than the Global Completeness ones and the same as that of TAR* completeness would be the best.
Log content: Appending statements to event entries is not good for designing general process discovery algorithms. Besides, it is impossible
to record statements about implicit dependencies while the business system is running. The ideal #TAR completeness logs should contain only
event entries.
Decomposing strategy: For generating complete traces, no matter what kind of strategy is taken, the algorithm complexity would be high
since the result log size is large. For the other two complete types, the strategy should detect the relations between any two tasks. However, all
strategies applied in the existing approaches only transform the process model into either another entire data structure or fine-grained model
pieces. Complex operations should be taken to generate logs from these data structures. The ideal strategy for generating #TAR complete logs
should perceive both overall and details of the input process model. In this paper, TS-invariant theory of Petri-nets is adopted.
Generating strategy and efficiency: In order to avoid complex operations for combining TARs, existing algorithms for generating TAR or TAR*
complete logs are highly relying on randomly executing strategy. Upon a trace is produced, the completeness of existing log would be checked.

TABLE 1

Properties of existing completeness definition and the ideal #TAR completeness
Global

Local (TAR)

TAR*

Ideal of #TAR

Complete aspect

Trace

TAR

TAR+implicit dependency

Cover TAR+implicit dependency

Log size

Large

Small

Small

Small, large

Log content

Events

Events

Events with statements

Only events

Decomposing

Coverability tree

Region

Unfolding

TS-invariant

Generating

Tree traversal

Randomly simulating

Randomly simulating

Partial constructing+inserting

Efficiency

Low

Unstable

Unstable

High and stable
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No one could make sure when would the generating algorithm stop. So, the efficiencies of the algorithms are not stable. The ideal generating efficiency of #TAR completeness logs should be High and Stable.

3

|

# T A R C O M P L E T E N ES S

According to the motivation analysis, the key property of #TAR completeness should be covering implicit dependency. As mentioned in
Section 2.2, removing the implicit dependencies in the model would have no impacts on its locally complete event logs, that is, TAR coverability.
So, another perspective for representing implicit dependency should be established.
Task Set (TS) represents the collection of tasks that an execution trace contains. Let ts be a task set and σ = (t1, t2, …, tn) be an execution trace
of a case, then ts = taskSet(σ) iff: (a) 8t ∈ ts )9i ∈ [1, n] satisfies ti = t, (b) 8i ∈ [1, n] ) 9t ∈ ts satisfies t = ti.
If the function taskSet takes a T-workflow Tw or an event log EL as input, it returns all the task sets of the model or log. For the event logs of
the model in Figure 2, there are at most four kinds of task sets and they are {a, c, d, e, f, g, j, k, l, m, n, q}, {a, c, d, e, f, g, j, k, l, m, n, q, h}, {a, b, d, e, f,
g, j, k, l, m, n, q}, and {a, b, d, e, f, g, j, k, l, m, n, q, h}.
We find that the existence of implicit dependency in the model would influence the task sets of its corresponding complete event logs. The
model without implicit dependency would have more task sets in the complete log than adding an implicit dependency to the model. So, we
define the completeness of task sets as a part of the #TAR completeness. In this way, the one-to-one mapping between models and complete logs
could be ensured.
# in #TAR represents the pre-condition for TAR completeness, that is, the log should contain all task sets of T-workflows the initial process
model has. For event traces of each task sets, TARs of corresponding T-workflow should be covered. That is to say, #TAR completeness firstly
requires task set completeness and then TAR completeness. Implicit dependencies could only exist in either the main path or the loop sub-models,
which means it could never bridge the main path and the loop. So, to represent implicit dependency, only complete task sets of both MPs and
LSMs are necessary. To be specific, the pre-condition is that event logs should contain enough possible task sets of the process model to derive
TSs of all single MPs and LTSs (i.e., loop task set) of all single LSMs. If TARs of all single MPs and single LSMs are covered, then TARs of the model
must be covered. Considering these, here is the formal definition of #TAR completeness.
Definition 1 (#TAR Complete). Let PN = (P, T, F) be a sound WF-net, EL be the event log of PN, Tws = {TM1, TM2, …, TMn, TL1, TL2, …, TLm} be the
set of sub-T-workflows of PN, where TMi represents a Main Path and TLj stands for a Loop Sub-Model, then EL is a #TAR Complete log of
PN iff:

1. {taskSet(TMi)|8TMi ∈Tws, i ∈ [1, n]}  taskSet(EL),
2. 8TLj ∈Tws, j ∈ [1, m], 9TS ∈ taskSet(EL) ) taskSet(EL)  TS,
3. 8TAR ∈ > PN )TAR ∈ > EL.
Example 1 For the model in 2, as said in Section 2.2, there are at most four task sets of its event logs and they are TS1 = {a, c, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n,
q}, TS2 = {a, c, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q, g}, TS3 = {a, b, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q}, and TS4 = {a, b, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q, g}. However, if the log contains any three of the four task sets, the other one could be computed out. For example, TS1 = TS2 − (TS4 − TS3), TS2 = TS1 + (TS4 − TS3),
TS3 = TS4 − (TS2 − TS1), and TS4 = TS3 + (TS2 − TS1). There are three sub-T-workflows of the model and their task sets or loop task sets are
TSTw1 = {a, c, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q}, TSTw2 = {a, b, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q} and LTSTw3 = {g, h}. It is obvious that TSTw1 = TS1 and TSTw2 = TS3.
LTSTw3 can be got from TS2 − TS1 or TS4 − TS3. So, for event logs of the model in 2, if they contain any three of the pre-mentioned four
task sets, they satisfy the first requirement of #TAR complete.
Example 2 Let EL be an event log of the model in Figure 2 and it satisfies the first condition of #TAR complete with three task sets: TS1 = {a, c, d,
e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q}, TS2 = {a, c, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q, g}, and TS3 = {a, b, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q}. The three sub-T-workflows of the model and
their task sets are TSTw1 = {a, c, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q}, TSTw2 = {a, b, d, e, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, q} and TSTw3 = {g, h}. There is a big difference
between the TARs of the whole model and the TARs of the three sub-T-workflows. For example, the elements in the set of TAR TARs =
{( g, f ), ( g, j), (g, k), (g, l), (g, n), (f, g), ( j, g), (k, g), (l, g), (n, g)} can be derived from the whole model but are not contained in the sub-Tworkflows. It is enough for EL to be a #TAR complete log of the model in Figure 2 if it contains all TARs in the three sub-T-workflows,
which means EL need not to contain the TARs in the set tars.
Comparing with the existing kinds of complete event logs, the #TAR complete event logs have the following advantages generally:
Log capacity: Fewer number of traces
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For any process model, there are many different event logs that satisfy the same requirements of completeness. In order to compare the
capacities of different complete logs of the same process model, we define the Minimal Complete logs of different types of completeness firstly.
Definition 2 (Minimal Complete Event Log). Let PN = (P, T, F) is a sound WF-net, C is a kind of log completeness and {EL1, EL2, …, ELn}(n ∈ N*) is
the set of all event logs of PN that satisfy C. Then ELi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is PN's minimal complete event log that satisfies C iff: 8j ∈ [1,n] and
j 6¼ i ) cap(ELj) ≥ cap(ELi).
The minimal globally complete event logs of a process must contain all possible execution traces of the process. So, it is obvious that the
capacity of a minimal #TAR complete log will be never higher than that of a minimal globally complete one. Here are three examples for comparing the logs of models that contain structures of selection, parallelism and loop.
Example 3 As for the model in Figure 5(1), its minimal globally complete log is ELg = {acdef, acedf, bcdef, bcedf}. The minimal #TAR complete log
of the model is EL# = {acdef, bcedf}.
Example 4 The globally complete event log of the model in Figure 5(2) contains infinite number of traces because of the loop structure. In order
to simplify the comparison, we assume that the loop task g executes only once. Then ELg = {hacdef, hacedf, hbcdef, hbcedf, hagacdef,
hagbcdef, hagacedf, hagbcedf, hbgbcdef, hbgbcedf, hbgacdef, hbgacedf} while EL# = {hacdef, hbcedf, hagacedf, hbgbcdef}.
Example 5 The difference in Figure 5(3) is that the loop structure is bound to a branch of the parallelism instead of the selection. We still assume
that the loop task g executes only once. Then the minimal #TAR complete log is EL# = {acdef, bcedf, acdgdef}, but the minimal globally complete one is ELg = {acdef, acedf, bcdef, bcedf, acdgedf, acdegdf, acedgdf, bcdegdf, bcedgdf, bcdgedf}.
According to the examples, we find that the minimal #TAR complete log (EL#) always has fewer traces than the minimal globally complete
one (ELg).
Behaviour accuracy: Reflecting implicit dependency
Owning to the completeness of executing traces, globally complete event logs can fully express behaviour of any process models, including
implicit dependency. But locally complete ones cannot reflect implicit dependencies correctly because of reducing the number of traces. This is
why α-Algorithm (Aalst et al., 2004), that is, the most popular process mining algorithm, cannot reconstruct implicit dependencies from locally
complete event logs. While giving a locally complete event log of a process model containing implicit dependencies as input, the result model
derived by α-Algorithm would lose the structures of implicit dependencies. The locally complete event logs of the result model would contain
more traces than the initial input logs. Since there are no appending information or constrictions of the locally complete event logs, you cannot
define more processing steps for enhancing α-Algorithm. The limitation of locally complete event logs in reflecting implicit dependencies also
restricts the optimisation of process mining algorithm.
However, if the event log satisfies the definition of #TAR completeness, the influences of implicit dependencies on model behaviour will be
fully reflected. In other words, executing traces that are not allowed by the implicit dependencies are excluded by the #TAR complete logs, while
there are no explicit declarations about the behaviour of implicit dependencies in locally complete logs. We find that definition of TAR* completeness also contains statements about implicit dependency behaviour. However, its restriction on the log is reflected through the declaration of not
allowed TARs related to implicit dependencies, instead of the declaration of allowed executing traces. Although #TAR complete logs have extra
restrictions on task sets of the traces, they look like having no differences with either globally or locally complete ones.
With the explicit restrictions on task sets of event logs, it is easier for us to expend mining algorithm, for example, α-Algorithm, to detect lost
places of implicit dependencies after generating a first round result model. First, generate a new #TAR complete event log of the first round result
model. Second, compare the new log with the input one. If they have the same task sets, there is no lost places in the result model. Otherwise,
there must be some places representing implicit dependencies missing in the result model. Last, check the differences of the two event logs in
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detail and then complement the missing places. Concrete expansion of the mining algorithm discovering implicit dependencies from #TAR complete event logs would be introduced in detail in Section 5.
Generating efficiency: No need to generate all TARs
Since there are much fewer traces in #TAR complete event logs than in globally complete ones, it will cost much less time for generating a
#TAR complete event log than a globally complete one. While generating locally complete event logs, the algorithm should decompose the input
model into fine-grained pieces for constructing all TARs. However, only executing paths of the model should be extracted for constructing event
traces of the #TAR complete logs. Decomposing the input model into TAR pieces would theoretically take much more time than decomposing it
into executing paths that consist of TAR pieces. The generating algorithm for #TAR complete event logs proposed in this paper will be described
in detail in Section 4. The experimental results of comparing efficiencies of generating algorithms of different complete logs are presented in
Section 6.
The characteristics of #TAR complete logs also bring benefits for improving the efficiency in discovering process models from very large event
logs. Since the #TAR complete logs contain all task sets of the former model's sub-T-workflows which are connected only with places, all traces
belonging to different task sets can be processed independently which means being handled in parallel. Then, a specific parallelised mining algorithm for #TAR complete event logs can be designed in theory (will be discussed in Section 5). Besides, checking similarity between complex processes with their #TAR complete event logs would also save time considering both the low capacity and accurate behaviour expression of #TAR
complete logs. Before comparing process models using their logs, we need to generate those logs if there are no existing ones. In the next section,
we introduce a reasonable approach for generating #TAR complete logs of given process models.

4

|

GENERATING ALGORITHM

Proposing a novel definition of event log completeness and analysing its goodness is not our ultimate purpose. How to judge whether a log is of
this kind completeness and how to make full use of this kind of event logs are more important and meaningful. But the foundation is that you
know how to generate this kind of event logs according to a given process model. This will help to design the strategy for checking completeness
or to measure the similarity between processes by their event logs. In this section, we mainly propose the algorithm for generating #TAR complete
event logs of given processes.
If there is a restriction that the result logs should be minimal complete ones, each required TAR should show up as few times as possible
(Wang et al. (2011)) The TARs of the model were acquired first, then after generating each executing trace the contained TARs and the trace
would be recorded. If there is no new TAR contained by the executing trace, the trace would be dropped and go on generating new ones until all
TARs have been contained once. Obviously, there is a high risk in wasting a lot of time in generating the result logs. However, checking time
would be saved if we weaken the minimal restriction on the result log. Besides, the generating procedure will be simplified and solidified if we follow a pre-defined framework to generate event traces. More importantly, it will get rid of the dependency on randomly simulating the execution
of process models.
So, in this paper, we propose a novel framework for generating #TAR complete logs of weakened minimal restriction. Content of this kind of
#TAR complete log is defined as following:
1. For each parallelism, it satisfies Trace Completeness, that is, Global Completeness;
2. For each Main Path, its corresponding task set should be contained in the log;
3. For each Loop Sub-model, there must be at least one task set in the log containing the task set of the Loop Sub-model as the single loop at the
same level.
Figure 6 shows the generating framework for the defined #TAR complete logs. Step 1 is to decompose the model with TS-invariant. First,
split the model into several sub-models according to T-invariants of the model, then main paths and loops, as well as the level of loops could
be derived. At the same time, connections among main paths and loops are also calculated. Then, for each main path or loop sub-model, calculate parallelisms with its S-invariant. Since a parallelism may be contained by several sub-models, we need to find all sub-models that share
a same parallelism in order to save time in generating execution traces of parallelisms. In loops, there are also parallelisms, so connections
among loops and parallelisms should also be derived. Step 2 is to generate complete execution traces of parallelisms. That is to generate all
reasonable combinations of all tasks in the parallelism. Of course, you could generate TAR or local complete traces for parallelisms using randomly simulating strategy just like the one proposed in Wang et al. (2011) Step 3 is to insert traces of parallelisms into main path or loop
sub-models. For each main path and loop that has only one single parallelism, generate its traces using those of the parallelism. Then, generate traces for main path and loop having more than one parallelism. The last step is to combine traces of loops with traces of main path or
traces of main path with upper-level loops.
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The four steps are detailed in the following four subsections, respectively. The complex model in Figure 7 will be used as an example throughout these sections. There are two non-loop sub-models and four loop sub-models in the process. The task sets of each sub model are listed at the
right in the figure.

4.1

|

Decomposing with TS-invariant

The method for decomposing the process model with TS-invariants of Petri-nets has been briefly introduced in Section 2.1. But how to store the
derived sub-models and how to describe their relations are not mentioned. For these, we have to observe the details of decomposing. Relational
Matrix and Minimal Semi-positive T-invariant of Petri-nets will be used. Here are their definitions.
Definition 3 (Relational Matrix and T-invariant (Desel & Esparza, 2005)).
1. Any Petri-net PN = (P, T, F) could be described as a Relational Matrix between places and transitions, PN: P × T ! {−1, 0, 1}, the element PN
(p,t) in the matrix is defined as:

8
>
< − 1 if ðp, tÞ∈F
PNðp, tÞ = 0 if ððp, tÞ=
2F ^ ðt, pÞ=
2F Þ _ ððp,tÞ∈F ^ ðt, pÞ∈F Þ
>
:
1 if ðt, pÞ∈F

2. For a Petri-net PN = (P, T, F), its T-invariants are the integer solutions of the Equations PN Y = 0. The set of solutions is S = {S1, S2, …, Sn}, n ∈
N*. Si (i ∈ N*^i ∈ [1, n]) is semi-positive iff 8t ∈ T ) Si(t) ≥ 0 ^Si 6¼ 0.
3. If there is no other semi-positive T-invariant Sk contained by the semi-positive T-invariant Si, that is, Sk  Si, then Si is one of the minimal semipositive T-invariants of PN. Any non-minimal semi-positive T-invariant is a linear combination of some minimal semi-positive T-invariants.
4. Let Sk be a minimal semi-positive T-invariant of PN, σ be the Parikh vector (Desel & Esparza, 2005) of Sk and M0 be the starting state of PN,
σ

then PNSk = 0 and this means M0 ! M0 (i.e., starting from the state M0, after the transitions in Sk firing, PN will get back to the state M0).
Actually, a T-invariant corresponds to a loop structure constructed by the transitions in it. In order to decompose the model completely, a
new transition t* connecting the output place o and the input place i is added to the process. Then PN = (P, T, F) turns to be PN* = (P, T [{t*},
F [{(o,t*),(t*,i)}). By calculating the Equations PN*Y = 0 of the model in Figure 8, we get the solutions in Table 2.
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Sub-models of the model in Figure 7

The solutions with S(t*) = 1 represent the non-loop sub-models and they are main path (MP). The other solutions are loop sub-models (LSM).
The notation of a main path is MP = (M, TS) where M represents the corresponding sub-model and TS represents the task sets of M. Since, the loop
sub-model has overlap with main path, there is no specific notation for LSMs. We only have notations for loop structure for each LSM. The notation of a loop structure is LM = ({M},{FM},TS), where {M} is the set of corresponding loop sub-models, {FM} is the set of father models that {M} binds
to, TS is the task set of transitions that does not belong to models in {FM}. This means different LSMs may have the same loop structure and we
mark them as a same LM. Besides, father models of a loop are models bound by all LSM containing the loop. So, although there are only four loops
in the model, there are five LSMs in Table 2.
The {FM} in each LM represents the relationship between loops and main path and the relationship between loops themselves. The key problem is how to construct MPs and LMs according to the minimal semi-positive T-invariants in Table 2. The details for constructing {FM}s and LMs
are shown in Algorithm 1. Firstly, the main paths are detected from the results of semi-positive T-invariants. Next, for each loop sub-model, the
father models, that is, main path or upper level loops, are detected. If no father model found for the current loop sub-model, it must be bound to
other unhandled loop sub-models. Then continue to handle next loop sub-model. Upon there is no loop sub-model left in the semi-positive Tinvariants, all main paths, loop sub-models and relationship among them are generated. Eventually, loop structures would be generated by merging loop sub-models having the same loop task set.
Algorithm 1 Constructing Main Path and Loop Structure (model), where loop sub-models are detected firstly: ConMPAndLSM(S,M)
Input: Minimal Semi-positive T-invariants S = [S1, S2,    , Sn], corresponding sub-models M = [M1, M2,    , Mn].
Output: Main paths: Set<MP> mps, Loop structures: Set<LM> lms, Loop sub-models: Set<LSM> lsms.
Begin:
Initialise mps, lms, lsms, preInvSet, tmpInvSet

;

ForSi ∈ S do
If Si (t*) == 1 then { tmpInvSet

tmpInvSet [ {Si}; mps

mps [ {new MainPath(Mi, taskSet(Si))}; S.remove(Si) }

end for
preInvSet

tmpInvSet; tmpInvSet

;

While S 6¼ ; do
for Si ∈ S do
fatherModels

{Model in M for preInv | 8 preInv ∈ preInvSet ) (sharedTask

(Si)) 6¼ ;} tmpInvSet

tmpInvSet [ {Si}; lsms

taskSet (preInv) \ taskSet

lsms [ {new LSM(Mi, fatherModels, taskSet(Si) −

sharedTask)}; S.remove(Si)
end for
preInvSet

tmpInvSet; tmpInvSet

;

end while
lms

[ { (M 8lsmi ∈LSMGroup , [ (lsmi.fatherModels) 8lsmi ∈LSMGroup , TS8lsmi ∈LSMGroup ) 8lsma ,lsmb ∈lsms^lsma :TS = = lsmb )lsma ,lsmb ∈

LSMGroup}
return mps, lms, lsms;
End
Next is to find shared parallelisms (SPs) among sub-models. To mark the shared parallelism (SP) among MPs or LMs, we first introduce the
notation for parallelism para = (StT, {LiB}, {RE} EnT) where the four elements are starting task (StT), list of branches ({LiB}), sequential restrictions for
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TABLE 2

Minimal semi-positive T-invariants of the model in Figure 7
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tasks in different branches ({RE}) and ending task (EnT), respectively. Each branch is a set of tasks. For example, the parallelism containing task e, v,
w and x can be marked with para1 = (e,{{v},{w}}, {}, x). For each branch, tasks are recorded in the item of {LiB} according to their sequential orders.
The notation SP = (M, para,{FM}) is for marking the shared parallelism where para is the notation of parallelism, M is the model of parallelism
and {FM} is the set of sub-models that contain this para.
For finding the parallelisms, we first try to decompose the sub-model with S-invariant theory of Petri-nets. S-invariants are solutions of the
equations PNTY = 0 where PNT is the transpose of the relational matrix PN(p,t). It just likes viewing the places as transitions and transitions as
places in the model. An S-invariant represents a group of places on a loop that keep the state of the model which are marked by transitions
unchanged after these places firing. If there are more than one S-invariants of the sub-model, there must be parallelisms in it. For each Main path
and Loop Sub-model, calculate the parallelisms it has. Then, shared parallelisms among different main paths or loop sub-models are detected and
marked. Since no parallelism can exist in both main path and loop structure, the father models of the parallelism in {FM} should either all Main Path
or all Loop Structures.
Example 6 There are two MPs, five LSMs and two SPs for the model in Figure 7 calculated by TS-invariant as shown in Figure 8 (left part). But
there are only four loop structures. The right part of Figure 8 shows the relations among main path, loops and parallelisms. The notations
for main paths, loops and parallelisms are: MP1 = (M1, {a, b, c, d, e, v, w, x}), MP2 = (M2, {a, q, r, s, u, e, v, w, x}), LM1 = ({M3}, {M1}, {f, g}), LM2 =
({M4}, {M1}, {h, j}), LM3 = ({M6, M7}, {M1, M2}, {h, k, l, m, g}), LM4 = ({M5}, {M6, M7}, {n}), SP1 = (M8, [e, {{v}, {w}}, x], {M1, M2}), and SP2 = (M9, [q,
{{r}, {s}}, u], {M2, M7}). As shown in Figure 8, parallelisms M8 (i.e., SP1) and M9 (i.e., SP2) are both parts of main path M1 (i.e., MP1), and M8 is
also a part of main path M2 (i.e., MP2). Loop L1, L2 and L3 (i.e., LM1, LM2, and LM3) are all connected to main path M1, and loop L3 is also connected to M2. At last, loop L4 (i.e., LM4) is connected to upper level loop L3.

4.2

|

Generating traces of parallelisms

In Figure 6, the second step is to generate execution traces of Parallelisms. Since locations of parallelisms in main paths and loop structures have
already been detected, there is no need to consider how to merge traces of parallelisms into the entire execution trace of a running instance in
this step. How to insert traces of parallelisms into mapping paths or loops would be illustrated in the next two subsections.
As said in the beginning of this section, in the proposed #TAR complete logs, parallelisms satisfy traces completeness. So, for each para, all
possible executing traces should be generated. For each parallelism, all branches have been generated and recorded in {LiB} of the para.
To generate traces of parallelism is to find all reasonable combinations of tasks in different branches with respect to the special sequential
restrictions ({RE}) of tasks from different branches. The strategy is as following:
1. Initialise a set, TmpTraces = {}, for recording all generated traces.
2. For each branch in the Parallelism, that is, in {LiB}, do the following steps:
3. For each existing trace in TmpTraces, inserting all tasks of this branch to a reasonable position considering the sequential restrictions on the
task to be inserted. That is, checking if there are special sequential restrictions in {RE} on the task to be inserted, and if the restriction is related
to tasks in the traces to be inserted into, the inserting position should satisfy the restriction.
4. Remove all traces in TmpTraces and add all newly generated ones into TmpTraces.
Eventually, TmpTraces would contain all traces for the parallelism. For each parallelism, there is a single TmpTraces for it. Since there
may be too many tasks in the parallelism, the number of traces would be too large to be recorded in the memory of computer. So,
while programming for the generating work, how to manage TmpTraces in the memory and when to take advantage of the disk should
be considered.
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For example, the traces of M8 in Figure 8 are TmpTraces = {(vw), (wv)}, and those of M9 are are TmpTraces = {(sr), (rs)}. In this step, there is no
need to insert the starting task and append the ending task of the parallelism to the traces. While inserting these traces into main path or loop
structure, the starting and ending tasks would be used to find the position to insert. Upon deriving all traces of parallelisms, it is ready to generate
traces for main paths.

4.3

|

Inserting parallelisms to main paths

The requirement on traces of main paths of the proposed #TAR completeness log is just to cover all task sets of main paths. This is easy to accomplish by generating only one trace for each main path. If there are parallelisms in the main path, just choose one trace of the parallelism to insert
into the trace of the main path.
However, the proposed #TAR completeness also requires the log covering all traces of parallelisms. So, one trace for the main path containing
parallelisms is definitely insufficient. But for each main path, we should not insert traces of all parallelisms it has into the traces of it, because parallelisms may be shared among different main paths. In order to minimise the log size, we need to ensure that traces of each parallelism are
inserted as few times as possible. If the parallelism is contained by two main paths, then only one main path should contain all of its traces and
the other one can just contain one trace of the parallelism. This is why we calculate the relations among parallelisms and main paths.
The following are the steps for generating traces of main paths, which would ensure that the fewest number of traces would be generated.
Step 1. Choose the parallelism SPmax which contains the largest number of traces from all Unhandled ones. If there are more than one parallelism having the largest number of traces, then randomly choose one from them.
Step 2. From all Unhandled main paths containing the choosen SPmax, that is, father models in {FM} of SPmax, choose the one having the largest
number of parallelism, noted as MPmaxP. If there are more than one main path satisfies the condition, randomly choose one from them.
Step 3. Start to generate traces for MPmaxP: Each time, choose one distinct trace from each Unhandled parallelism contained by MPmaxP, and
insert them into the trace for the main path, until there is no trace left in SPmax. During the process, if any parallelism's traces have all been
inserted, mark the parallelism as Handled and the next time just use the last one trace of the parallelism to insert. Eventually, mark MPmaxP as Handled and save all traces of it.
Step 4. Iteratively conduct Step 1 to Step 3 until there are no Unhandled parallelisms.
Step 5. For all Unhandled main paths, generate one trace for them each and save all traces. During the process, if there are parallelisms in the
main path, randomly choose one trace of each parallelism to insert to the entire trace.
Eventually, entire traces for all main paths are generated. All traces of parallelisms are included in the traces of main paths as few times as
possible. The formal definition of these steps is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Generating Execution Traces of Main Paths to cover all traces of parallelisms they have: GenMPTcoverPT(SPs, MPs)
Input: All parallelisms SPs contained by all main paths MPs.
Output: Execution Traces of main paths in MPs covering all traces of parallelisms in SPs: Map<MP,Set<ET>> MPET.
Begin:
Initialise Unhandled Main Path and Parallelism, UHandledMP, UHandledSP
for SP ∈ SPs do UHandledSP

;, MPET ;;

UHandledSP [ {SP} end for; for MP ∈ MPs do UHandledMP

UHandledMP [ {MP} end for

while UHandledSP 6¼;do
SPmax

argmaxSP ∈ UHandledSP NumberofTraces (SP); MP maxP
;; rootTrace

(MP) traces MP

argmax MP∈fFM gof

PartialTraceOf (MPmaxP); subSPofMP

SP max \UHandledMP

NumberofParallelisms

ParallelismsOf (MPmaxP)

while UHandledSP \ subSPofMP 6¼ ; do
tmpTrace

rootTrace

for SP ∈ subSPofMP do
if SP ∈ UHandledSP then { toBeInsert, NONEXT
else toBeInsert
tmpTrace

NextUnhandled (SP); if NONEXT then UHandledSP.remove(SP) }

RandomlyChooseTrace (SP)

InsertParallelismTrace (tmpTrace, toBeInsert, SP)

end for tracesMP

tracesMP [ {tmpTrace}

end while
MPET.put(<MP, tracesMP>); UHandledMP.remove(MP)
end while
for MP ∈ UHandledMP do
rootTrace

PartialTraceOf (MP); tmpTrace

for SP ∈ subSPofMP do

rootTrace; subSPofMP

ParallelismsOf (MP)
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toBeInsert

RandomlyChooseTrace (SP); tmpTrace

InsertParallelismTrace (tmpTrace, toBeInsert, SP)

end for
MPET.put(<MP, {tmpTrace}>); UHandledMP.remove(MP)
end for
Return MPET
End

Taking the model in Figure 7 as an example, the parallelisms M8 and M9 have the same number of traces. No matter which one is chosen as the
first Unhandled parallelism, M2 would be chosen as the first Unhandled main path. While generating each trace for M2, traces of both M8 and M9
would be inserted. Assuming that in the first round, the trace (aqrsuevwx) is generated, then in the next round, it must be the trace (aqsruewvx) being
generated. At this time, all parallelisms of the model are marked as Handled. Then generate one trace for unhandled M1 by randomly choosing one
trace from M8 and inserting to the entire trace. The result trace is either (abcdevwx) or (abcdewvx). At last, all main paths are marked as Handled.

4.4

Inserting loops

|

The proposed #TAR completeness event log requires that for each loop structure, there is at least one task set containing the task set of the loop
structure as the single loop in the task set. Since there may be parallelisms in the loop structures, the loop traces should cover all traces of parallelisms they contain. So, firstly, the loop structures are treated as main paths to generate traces for them to cover all parallelisms. Each time, traces
of loops of a same level are generated considering their corresponding parallelisms. And they are generated from Level 1 to Level n in order.
Upon traces for each single loop are generated, they should be inserted into traces of one main path that the loop is connected to generate
new traces. In order to generate as few new traces as possible to cover all traces of one single loop, the following processing steps should be
followed:
Step 1. For currently processed level of loops, preserve one trace for each upper level father model firstly. Then conduct the following substeps if there are loops that satisfy the condition of any sub-step until there are no Unhandled loops left in this level. And each time a father model
has no left traces, cut the connections between it and the loop that has other father models which has traces left.
Step 1.1. Processing Unhandled loops having only one father model. Start from the first left trace of the father model, for each trace insert
one distinct trace of the loop. If the number of left traces of the loop is more than the number of left traces of the father model, after there are no
traces left in the father model, generate new traces by inserting each left trace of the loop into the last trace of the father model. Eventually, while
there are no traces in the loop to be inserted, mark the loop as Handled.
Step 1.2. Processing Unhandled loops occurring to be the single loop connected to one father model FMany of them. Start from the first left
trace of the father model FMany, for each trace insert one distinct trace of the loop. If the number of left traces of the loop is more than the number of left traces of the father model, after there are no left traces in the father model, cut the connection between the loop and the father model
(i.e., remove father model from {FM} of the loop). Otherwise, while there are no traces in the loop left, mark the loop as Handled.
Step 1.3. Processing the loop with the most left traces among all Unhandled loops. Among its father models, choose the one having most left
traces for inserting. If the loop has more left traces than the chosen father model, cut the connection. Otherwise, mark the loop as Handled.
Step 2. For loop level from 1 to n, conduct Step 1.
Table 3 shows the process of handling loops in the model shown in Figure 7. The first row shows the traces for each main path and loop.
According to Figure 8, there are three loops in the first level. By checking the conditions of loops in the first level, we find that L1 and L2 satisfy
the condition of Step 1.1. Then conduct Step 1.1 for L1 and L2 and results shown in the second row are derived. At the same time, there are no
left traces in M1, the connection between M1 and L3 is cut. Since there is still unhandled loop L3 in level 1, continue to check the conditions of left
loops. Then Step 1.1 is conducted for L3. The result in the third row is derived. Next is to handle loops in the second level. Step 1.1 is conducted
for the only loop L4 and the result in forth row is generated. The last two rows show the ultimate traces in the #TAR completeness log generated
using the proposed approach.

5

|

E N H A N C E M E N T OF M I N I N G A L G O R I T H M

Before introducing the enhancement for any mining algorithm in handling #TAR complete event logs, we illustrate the ideally parallelised
approach for mining process models from #TAR complete event logs. The parallelised way would save a lot of time comparing with nonparallelised ones while handling large scales of logs. Firstly, event traces belonging to a same task set are allocated to a same computing node. At
the same time, frequencies of each trace are counted, as well as the number of traces belonging to each task set. Then, we can drop out trace or
task set outliers. Secondly, relationships among task sets are calculated to derive loop structures. Thirdly, sub-models are discovered from traces
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TABLE 3

Process of inserting loops of the model in Figure 7

Initialise

M1! (abcdevwx);

M2! (aqrsuevwx),(aqsruewvx);

L1! (fg);

L2! (hj);

L3! (hklmg);

Step 1

Check condition)step 1.1: M1 + L1! (abfgbcdevwx); M1 + L2! (abcdhjdevwx)

L4! (n)

Check condition)step 1.1: M2 + L3! (aqsruhklmgqsruewvx)
Step 1

Check condition)step 1.1: M2 + L3 + L4! (aqsruhklnlmgqsruewvx)

Ultimate result

M1 !(abcdevwx);

M2 !(aqrsuevwx); M1 + L1 ! (abfgbcdevwx); M1 + L2 !(abcdhjdevwx);

M2 + L3 ! (aqsruhklmgqsruewvx); M2 + L3 + L4 ! (aqsruhklnlmgqsruewvx)

belonging to each group of task sets. At last, all sub-models are merged into an overall result model. Note that the second and last steps cannot
be parallelised.
Besides the parallelised design, there is a repair operation which could be the enhancement of any mining algorithm for discovering implicit
dependencies from #TAR complete event logs. As mentioned in Section 3, the implicit dependencies can be found by comparing task sets of the
input log and those of the new log generated for the result model. The concrete repair operation can be conducted according to the following
Theorem.
Theorem 1 Let PN be the discovered result model, EL be the input event log, tsm and tse are the task sets of PN and EL, respectively, then:

1. if 9ts ∈ tsm ^ ts 2
= tse ) places indicating the implicit dependencies are missed,
2. if 9ts ∈ tse ^ ts 2
= tsm ) causal dependencies between tasks in implicit dependencies are missed.
0

0

Proof of Theorem 1 Let PN be the former model, then tse are also the task sets of PN . If there are implicit dependencies missed in PN, PN will
0

= tse. If there are only causal dependencies (denoted by an
generate more possible running cases than PN , which means 9ts ∈ tsm ^ ts 2
“arc”) between tasks constructing implicit dependencies missed, PN will be no longer a sound one. Then less task sets could be derived cor0

rectly from PN than the former model PN , which means 9ts ∈ tse ^ ts 2
= tsm.
For example, in N1 of Figure 9, two places representing implicit dependencies are missed. There are four steps to repair: (a) Find all pairs of
or-split and or-join where the or-join appears before the or-split in the result model, that is, {(A, B), C} and {C, (D, E)}. (b) Keep the pairs whose tasks
of choices ever occur in the same task sets of the input event log for further processing, that is, {A, C, D} and {B, C, E}. (c) For reserved pairs, drop
the ones that all possible combinations of whose choices occur together in any task set. (d) Find all combinations of choices of the reserved pairs
that occur in any task set: (A, D) and (B, E) in N1. The missed places are between (A, D) and (B, E).
For N2 in Figure 9, three steps are needed to add the missing causal dependencies: (a) Find the task sets which are in event log but not
in the result model, that is, {A, E, D, F, G}. (b) Get the tasks which are only in the task sets found in first step but not in other task sets, that
is, D in {A, E, D, F, G} but not in {A, E, C, B, F, G}. (c) Add the causal dependencies between the task t found in the second step and the
pre/post task of t's pre/post task in any one execution trace of the task sets containing t. Note that (AEDFG) is a trace of the task set {A, E,
D, F, G} where A is the pre-pre task of D and G is the post-post task of D. So, the causal dependencies between (A, D) and (D, G) should be
added.

6

|

EVALUATION

We evalulated the proposed #TAR completeness definition of event log, as well as the log generating algorithm, with theoretical analysis and
experiments. Log capacity, generating efficiency and stableness and ability to express implicit dependencies of the #TAR complete logs are evaluated. In the theoretical analysis, series of manually made process models are used. For the experiments, series of randomly generated process
models are used. The experiments are conducted on a personal desktop with Inter(R) 2.20GHz i7-6,650 U CPU and 16G memory running Windows 10 and JDK 1.8. The randomly generated process models are produced by the function provided in the process mining tool BeehiveZ (which
can be found at: https://github.com/jintao05/BeehiveZ). Generating algorithms are also developed in BeehiveZ (which can be found at: https://
github.com/lcynju/BeehiveZ-NJU).
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Theoretical comparison of log capacity: #TAR versus global completeness

We firstly compare the theoretical log capacities of #TAR and Global complete logs. Four series of models are used in the comparison, as shown
in Figure 10 and they are: (a) a series of models containing different number of parallelisms, (b) a series of models containing different number of
choices, (c) a series of models containing different number of parallelisms with loops and (d) a series of models containing different number of
choices with loops. Both the number of branches of each parallelism or choice and the number of parallel or exclusive sub-structures are changing
as the models are changing. Assuming that the number of branches and sub-structures are noted as B and S, respectively, then the number of
traces in #TAR and Global complete logs for the four series of models can be calculated and represented with B and S. The results are shown in
Table 4.
For the parallelisms, there is only one task in each branch and B tasks in each sub-structure. For each sub-structure, any combination of
B tasks would be one possible trace, which means there are B! traces in total for each sub-structure. Since the sub-structures are connected to
each other in sequence, choosing any one trace from each sub-structure would generate a possible trace for the entire model. So, there are (B!)S
traces in the Global Complete log of the first series of models. However, #TAR completeness just requires that the log contains all possible traces
for each parallelism instead of the entire model. Since the sub-structures are connected in sequence, the largest number of traces of all parallelisms is the least number of traces in the #TAR complete log to cover all traces of each parallelism.
The difference between choice and parallelism being a sub-structure is that, the number of traces of each choice sub-structure is the same
with the number of branches, while that of each parallelism sub-structure is the number of combinations of tasks from different branches. In the
second series of models, the choices are also connected in sequential. The entire number of traces should also be the number of combinations of
sub-structures for the global complete log, that is, BS. It is much fewer than that of the first series of models. As shown in Table 4, the number of
traces in #TAR complete log is the same as that of the global complete one. It is because that there are BS T-invariants while decomposing the
model, which means there are BS Main Paths of the model. There is one trace for each main path and eventually BS traces for the model.
While adding loop tasks to the models in the way Figure 10 shows in the last two columns, the number of traces in both #TAR and Global
complete logs of these models change dramatically. The state explosion problem of the global complete logs of the parallel models is much more
prominent. Firstly, if all loop tasks are not executed, there will be the same number of traces as the first series of models. If all loop tasks are exe+ 2Þ!
cuted only once, there will be ðB 3!
traces for each sub-structure: the trace of the branch containing the loop task has three tasks, and B + 2 tasks
+ 2Þ! S
for the sub-structure in total. Eventually, there will be (ðB 3!
) traces for this condition. No wonder there are conditions that some loops are exe-

cuted and others are not, and different loops can be executed for different times. In Table 4, the result of all loop tasks executed only once is
given. For #TAR completeness, B! traces have already cover all traces of main path. In order to cover all loops, there should be at least one entire
trace containing one single loop for each loop. Only one trace for the main path should be reserved and others could be used for inserting loops.
The number of loops is S, so the entire number of traces is the max(S + 1, B!). In models of choices with loops, assuming that each loop executes at
most once, then for each sub-structure, there are B (loop does not execute) + B2 (loop executes once) possible traces. Eventually, for the entire
model, there are (B + B2)S traces in the Global Complete log. For the #TAR complete log, there are BS traces for the main paths. After adding traces
for containing each loop (there are S loops), the total number is BS + S.
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Parallelisms

Choices

Parallelisms with loops

Choices with loops

(B!)S

BS

+ 2Þ! S
(ðB 3!
) , asumming loops always execute

(B + B2)S

B! If B! − 1 > S, otherwise S + 1

BS + S

B!

S

B

T A B L E 4 Number of traces in
complete logs of different models: B and
S for number of branches and substructures respectively

F I G U R E 1 1 Visualised capacity comparison of complete logs of
different type of models: #TAR versus Global

Figure 11 intuitively presents the large gaps between the numbers of traces in #TAR complete and Global complete logs for series of models
shown in Figure 10 (except the second series of models, since there are the same number of traces in different types of logs). Among three types
of basic structures in process models, parallelism has the largest influence on number of traces in global complete log. However, for #TAR complete log, the parallelism has less influence on number of traces than the choice. So, the more parallelisms the model has, the more traces would
be saved in expressing the model behaviour using #TAR complete log than Global complete one. If there are loops on branches of parallelisms, far
more number of traces would be saved in #TAR complete log.
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6.2

|

Experimental comparison: #TAR versus TAR* completeness

Table 5 shows the statistics of automatically randomly generated process models for the comparing experiments. Rows of the table represent the
groups of models having different number of tasks. For each group of models, we generate five different sub-group models of different maxoutputs (i.e., from 1 to 5) of each task. For each sub-group, we randomly generate 10 models and the average number of items in models of each
sub-groups are shown in Table 5. The types of items are: Place, Arc, TAR, And-split, Xor-split and Loop. We find that the larger the max-outputs
is, the fewer the places in the models. The large the number of tasks is, the more xor-splits and loops the model contains. Generating algorithms
of #TAR and TAR* will be applied on these models to collect number of traces in the log and the generating efficiency. Besides, for investigating
the properties of #TAR completeness, we generate another group of models containing 25 tasks.
1. Log capacity: The first sub-figure in Figure 12 shows the average number of traces in #TAR and TAR* complete logs of different sub-groups of
models, respectively. Three conclusions can be drawn from this figure. First, the number of traces in both #TAR and TAR* complete logs
increases as the number of tasks and the number of max-outputs of tasks increase. Second, the number of traces in TAR* complete logs
always be larger than that in #TAR complete logs. Last, growing speeds of the number of traces in two types of logs are almost the same.
It is reasonable that the number of traces in both types of logs increases as the number of tasks and max-outputs of tasks increasing, since
both properties of models represent the complexity of the models. The more complex the model is, the more various its behaviour is, and the
more traces are needed to cover its behaviour. The size of TAR* complete log is mainly relying on the number of TARs in the model: the more
TARs, the more traces. Comparing the increasing trends of the number of TARs in Table 5 and the increasing trends of number of traces in
Figure 12 by aligning the number of tasks and max-outputs proves the relationship between number of TARs and number of traces for TAR* complete logs. However, the number of traces in #TAR complete log is determined by several detailed properties of the model, such as the number of
main path (largely related to the number of xor-splits), number of parallelisms as well as the length of each branches. It is not easy to analyse concrete relationships between the number of traces and these detailed factors for #TAR complete log. But, it is true that the more tasks the model
has and the more outputs the tasks have, the more traces the #TAR complete log has.
The reason of that TAR* complete logs are always having more traces than #TAR complete ones is that there may be duplicated traces in the
TAR* complete logs while there are only distinct traces in #TAR complete logs. Theoretically speaking, there should be less traces in the TAR*
complete log, especially for models with long branches parallelisms or sequentially connected xor-splits. However, its generating algorithm relies
on a Random generating strategy, which leads to that a same trace may be generated for many times. Besides, there is a very low probability for
randomly generated models satisfying the conditions leading to large number of traces in #TAR complete logs.
For trying to investigate the complex relations between model structures and the number of traces in corresponding #TAR complete logs, we
randomly generate another 100 models having 25 tasks each and generating their #TAR complete logs with the proposed generating algorithm.
Six properties representing the complexity of a model are investigated, namely, Number of TARs, Number of Loops, Sum of Average Length of
Parallel Branches, Number of XOR-splits, Total Outputs of And-splits and Total Outputs of XOR-splits. Right two figures in Figure 12 show correlations between each property of the model and log capacities. Obviously, the number of combinations of tasks in parallelisms almost determines
the number of traces. This
since that the
 is reasonable

goal of #TAR is to cover all traces of parallelisms. Traces of parallelisms are roughly calcuP
Q
tasks ðparaÞ!
Q
lated by mp ∈ MainPath
, where tasks() returns the number of tasks in the given structure. This formula implies that
para ∈ mp
bra ∈ para

tasks ðbraÞ!

the number of main paths also has a big influence on the number of traces. As shown in lower right of the last sub-figure in Figure 12, the number
of total outputs of xor-splits, which determines the number of main paths, is correlated to the number of traces to some extents. Besides, the
number of TARs also has stronger impacts than other factors. As the number of TARs increases in the model, the model turns to be more complex,
which leads to the log capacity much more likely to be larger than other models with the same number of tasks.
As expected, the number of loops is not strongly correlated with the log size. But surprisingly, it seems that the more the number of loops,
the smaller the log size. Although the definition of #TAR emphasises that the loop does not affect the log size, it does not say that the more loops,
the smaller the scale. However, this is also understandable because the total number of tasks in the model is fixed. When the number of loop
structures increases, other structures are reduced accordingly, such as concurrency and selection, so the log size becomes smaller.
Earlier analysis provides that some factors of the model have more obvious influence on the log size than the others. However, since the
model is a whole, the factors do not exist independently, and the trade-offs are different. Therefore, in a broad sense, each factor has a certain
impact on the size of the log. To calculate the capacity of #TAR complete log, you should dig deeply to analyse the relations among Main Path,
Parallelism and Loops.
2. Generating efficiency: First sub-figure in Figure 13 shows the efficiency comparison of two log generation algorithms. Obviously, as the scale
and complexity of the model increase, the efficiency of generating both types of logs is decreasing. Besides, the efficiency of generating #TAR
complete logs is always higher than the efficiency of generating TAR* complete ones. Overall, the efficiency of generating #TAR complete logs
changes smoothly as the scale and complexity of the models change. However, there is a sharp increase in the efficiency of TAR* full log generation. This is mainly due to the random execution strategy of the TAR* generation algorithm. This strategy also causes a reduction in the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 12

Comparisons of log capacity: #TAR versus TAR*; And influences of different properties of models on #TAR's traces number

generation efficiency while causing the number of generated traces always exceed those just covering all TARs. Another very important effect
is that for the same model, the results of multiple runs of the same generation algorithm are different, that is, the stability of the algorithm is
poor. The will be discussed in the next part.
Similarly, we analysed the correlation between the efficiency of the #TAR generation algorithm and the various factors of the model. Comparing Figure 13 with Figure 12, we can see that the effects of all factors on the number of traces are similar to those on the generation efficiency.
The obvious difference is that, except for the number of loops, all other factors have a greater impact on efficiency than on log size. For example,
when there are slight differences in the number of TARs or traces of concurrent structures, the efficiency of the algorithm will be very different.
As another example, when the total number of branches of the choices increases, the probability that the generating efficiency is reduced is
greater. However, the fewer the number of loops, the less significant the effect on efficiency, because the same number of loops, the efficiency
distribution is more extensive than the trace number distribution. All in all, efficiency is similar to log scale to be influenced by the combination of
factors, but is more sensitive to structural changes than the log scale.
3. Generating stableness: Comparing with TAR* generating algorithm, the proposed #TAR generating algorithm has higher stability from two
aspects, namely, generating ability and generating results.
First, as long as the process model is sound and the model scale is within a certain range, the proposed #TAR complete log generating algorithm will be able to quickly generate its corresponding, and ensure that the log scale is as small as possible. Second, for the same model, the log
content and generating efficiency of each time are almost the same. However, for the TAR* generating algorithm based on the random executing
strategy, the log content and algorithm efficiency will be affected due to the uncertainty of randomisation. Besides, if the model is complex
enough, theoretically, you might encounter situations where you can never derive a generated log. When calculating the TAR* log of a randomly
generated model, some models have been processed for more than 10 min and have not ended. The left diagram in Figure 14 shows the model
features that the TAR* generation algorithm cannot handle. The most prominent of these is the impact of TAR. When the number of TARs
reaches a certain level, it is difficult to generate a log covering all TARs in a short time. The right chart in Figure 14 shows the differences in log
scales and execution times obtained by the two algorithms for processing the same model for multiple times. The instability of the TAR* generation algorithm is verified, and the processing time is also verified to have a high correlation with the log scale.

6.3

|

Correctness in expressing implicit dependency

By mining process models from event logs of different completeness, we compare the accuracy of different logs in expressing the behaviour of
the process models. Figure 15 shows the different results of mining models from #TAR complete logs and locally complete logs of the same model
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 13
efficiency

Comparisons of generating efficiency: #TAR versus TAR*; And influences of different properties of models on #TAR's generating

showing in left of Figure 15 (The α-Algorithm is applied here. While handling #TAR complete logs, the enhancement described in Section 5
is also applied.). The implicit dependencies of the former model can only be reconstructed from the #TAR complete logs. This proves that
the #TAR complete logs can represent the behaviour of implicit dependency more accurately than locally complete ones. However, if we
apply the enhanced α-Algorithm in processing locally complete log, we could also derive the left model in Figure 15 which is the same as
the initial model. But you have no confidence in saying that you derive a correct model, because that the initial model could also be the
right one in Figure 15. This means that different models may have the same locally complete event logs, but they would never have the
same #TAR complete logs.

6.4

|

Overall discussion

In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from the presentation and analysis of the earlier experimental results: (a) #TAR complete log
of a model has much fewer traces than the global complete log of that model, especially for model containing many parallelisms and having loops
binding to parallel branches. (b) Theoretically, there are more traces in the #TAR complete log than in the TAR* log. But owning to the random
executing strategy adopted in TAR*'s generating algorithm, there are more traces in TAR* complete log. (c) The generating efficiency of #TAR
complete log is also higher than that of TAR* complete log. (d) The process model is a combination of various elements, and the existence of each
element has an impact on the generating efficiency and the scale of the #TAR complete log. Among them, the influence of the number of parallel
structures and the number of choice branches is most prominent. These two structures directly affect the number of TARs, so there is also a
strong correlation between the number of TARs and log scale and generation efficiency. (e) The proposed #TAR complete log generating algorithm is more stable than that of TAR* complete log in both processing ability and result consistency. (f) The generated #TAR complete log can
accurately express the behaviour of implicit dependency in the format of event trace.
Using the proposed #TAR complete log generating algorithm, you can generate complete logs of different models very quickly for
designing or testing a process mining algorithm, for checking similarity between models, for checking the conformance or coverability of a
given log. However, the scenes of better utilising the features of the #TAR complete log itself should be discovered more deeply. If any log
of a model satisfies the restrictions of #TAR complete definition, that it can be used in what kind of task as the substitute of other kinds of
logs to derive a better result or performance, should be studied in-depth. Besides, how to check the satisfaction of #TAR completeness
should also be defined.
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FIGURE 14
experiments

The model used in the

FIGURE 15

Result models of mining from #TAR complete logs (left) and locally complete logs (right)

7
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R E LA T E D W O R K

In the research of BPM, the event logs are among the most important data elements. Especially in the area of process mining, the event logs are
treated as first citizen (Van Der Aalst et al., 2011). Researches that are most related to event log generating are process mining, business process
similarity measuring and completeness checking.
Process mining is the idea of process discovery, conformance checking and enhancement (Rozinat & Van der Aalst, 2008; Van Der Aalst,
2012; Van Der Aalst et al., 2011). Process discovery is to construct a process model from given business logs. Different discovery algorithms
(i.e., α-Algorithm and its extensions Aalst et al., 2004, region-based Carmona, 2012 and generic ones Eck et al., 2014) have different assumptions
on completeness and formats of input logs (e.g., Song, Jacobsen, Ye, & Ma, 2016 define a Dependence-Complete Event Log) and these input logs
determine the accuracy and efficiency of mining works eventually. Conformance checking aims to identify whether the reality, as recorded in the
event logs, conforms to the model and vice versa. Different completeness of the input logs has different checking methods. The idea of process
enhancement is to extend or improve an existing process model leveraging information of the actual process execution recorded in event logs.
Measuring similarities among process models can be used for finding changes of a business process quickly, reusing process conveniently or
discovering service satisfying specific user requirements rapidly (Becker & Laue, 2012). Gerke et al. (2009) measure the process similarity by counting the same subsequences between the traces in their logs while Wang et al. (2010) taking the problem of infinite traces and infinite set of
traces into account. De Medeiros et al. (2008) present a method to calculate the similarity of process models based on comparing traces obtained
from actual process executions or by simulation. All these works assume the existences of complete logs of models. In order to break these
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limitations, Wang et al. (2011) and Dong et al. (2014) proposed different methods for generating complete logs based on given process models
for similarity measuring. Considering the advantages of #TAR complete logs as well as the generating algorithm, our method would be a good
alternative of theirs.
Checking log completeness is known to be a difficult issue (Hee et al., 2011). Hee et al. (2011) overcome the problem of completeness checking by taking a probabilistic point of view, where a probabilistic lower bound for log completeness for three subclasses of Petri-nets, namely, WFnets, T-WF-nets and S-WF-nets is provided. Yang et al. (2012) proposed an approach to evaluate the local completeness of an event log without
knowing any information about the original process model and later in Yang, Wen, Wang, and Wong (2014), the approach was improved for estimating the local completeness of a log that contains a small number of traces precisely. However, in this paper, we do not investigate the completeness checking method for the newly proposed #TAR complete logs. We will concentrate on the completeness checking method for #TAR
complete logs in the future work.
As for exploring the relationship between big data and BPM, as early as the big data concept was born, there are related scholars who propose how to practice business process mining technology in the era of big data (Aalst, 2014; Van Der Aalst, 2013). The main idea of these works
is to extend existing business process mining techniques to big event data scenarios. For example, Song, Jacobsen, and Chen (2019) propose an
approach for discovering scientific workflow protocol from event logs distributed in cloud platforms. Amelec Viloria et al. (2018) design a method
for constructing learning processes of students from big knowledge data. However, more researches are conducted in investigating the intrinsic
link between BDA and BPM. Sakr, Maamar, Awad, Benatallah, and Van Der Aalst (2018) discussed how to bridge the gap between the two by
utilising Big Data Systems in analysing big business data, while Rialti, Marzi, Silic, and Ciappei (2018) arguing that BPM systems should integrate
BDA capability. Moreover, Grover, Chiang, Liang, and Zhang (2018) proposed a concrete research framework for creating strategic business value
from BDA. The idea of this paper is to generating process data for designing or testing related big process data analytics tools.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

While applying BDA including mining and visualisation in BPM, characteristics of business data should be well considered. Comprehensive and indepth testing should be conducted on large-scale business logs of randomly generated process models to ensure the quality of the developed
business BDA. Using randomly and automatically generated model can increase the coverage of the process model structures. However, strategies for automatically generating corresponding logs for these models are also needed.
So, in this paper, we propose a novel type of event log completeness for covering TARs and implicit dependencies of process and the
corresponding log generating algorithm. The proposed completeness type names #TAR completeness, since it is an extension of TAR completeness by restricting (a) completeness of task sets without loops, (b) completeness of task sets containing only single loop of the same level. #TAR
proceeds existing ones mainly in three folds: (a) lower log capacity than globally complete logs, (b) higher accuracy in expressing process behaviour
than locally complete logs and (c) higher generating efficiency than both globally and locally complete logs. In other words, with #TAR complete
logs, sufficient information for representing the behaviour of a process model is compressed in the logs of the lowest capacities. Owning to the
sophisticated design of #TAR completeness, the generating algorithm saves the time for decomposing TARs from the input model. Besides, it is no
longer a simple simulating method without knowing what traces would be generated before the traces are generated. The proposed generating
algorithm knows the target traces by decomposing the given process model. Main Paths, Parallelisms and Loops, as well as connection among
them are detected within decomposing operation using TS-invariant analysis of Petri-nets.
However, the proposed instance of #TAR completeness is not the minimal #TAR complete log. All potential executing traces of each parallelism are generate by the proposed generating algorithm. However, for a parallelism, to cover its all TARs is enough to discover the structure accurately. To cover all TARs, fewer traces are needed. How to reduce the number of traces for parallelisms is one research direction of our future
work. Besides, we will also do researches in measuring business process similarity with #TAR complete event logs to better visualise differences
between models through event traces. We will try to measure similarity between different models and similarity between models and logs. Last
but not least, we will design a proper method for checking whether an event log satisfies the definition of #TAR completeness to let the mining
algorithm know if there is the need to repair the implicit dependencies in the result model.
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